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W hile remaining faithful to the 
dramaturgy of Cinderella and to 

the score by Prokofiev, Thierry Malandain 
developed a very personal approach, 
exploring some themes that he holds dear. 
Cinderella is the path of a star, a dancing 
star. Malandain took us on the road to 
Accomplishment. A road passing through 
doubt, denial, pain and hope to finally reach 
light. Through this vision, made of ashes and 
magic, sometimes tragic, sometimes comical, 
something quite universal was written.
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« What I above all wanted to express 
in the music for Cinderella is the poetic 
love of Cinderella and the Prince, the 
birth and flowering of that love, the 
obstacles thrown up in its path and, 
finally, the coming true of a dream. » 
Serge Prokofiev.

Cinderella is a very old story made famous 
especially by Charles Perrault (1697) and 
the Brothers Grimm (1812), but we can 
find hundreds of different versions of this 
fairy tale throughout the world. Its plot, 
fantasy and richness of symbols were 
also the source of numerous film and 
theatre adaptations. Without giving you 
too many examples, and before speaking 
about Sergei Prokofiev’s ballet, let me cite 
Cinderella by Jules Massenet, created in 
1899 at the Opéra-Comique to a libretto 
by Henri Cain. Mariquita, « the fairy of 
artistic choreography » whose career 
became a so-called ordinary passion for 
me, arranged the dances of this opera. 
One century later, it would be my turn (1).

In Massenet opera, Cinderella’s god-
mother, « who was a fairy », appeared 
surrounded by fantastic creatures who 
helped the heroine in her quest for 
love and happiness. Sylphs, hobgoblins, 
moonbeams and other ethereal spirits 
protected her. And while in this version 
based on Perrault’s tale, the godmother 
sang:  «  Your  godmother  watches  and 
protects you », in Brothers Grimm version 
it is Cinderella’s mother who told her, 
before dying: « I will look down on you 
from heaven ». Hence, I chose to meld 
the godmother’s and mother’s protective 

powers into the Fairy’s character. 
Otherwise, I remayned faithful to the 
rewriting of Perrault’s tale by Nikolaï 
Volkov for Sergei Prokofiev ballet.

Premiered on November 21, 1945 at 
the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow with 
choreography by Rostislav Zakharov, this 
work in three acts was destined to be 
the object of numerous interpretations. 
In 1985, Maguy Marin almost reached 
perfection, setting the ballet in a 
dollhouse world (2). I was highly impressed 
and felt then so unable to make a new 
interpretation that I turned down offer 
after offer to stage Cinderella. But 
Maguy Marin’s success was not the 
only reason for my hesitation. Prokofiev 
revived the tradition of Tchaikovsky and 
composed Cinderella « as a classical 
ballet with variations, adagios, pas de 
deux... », forcing the choreographer to 
have a corps de ballet of around thirty 
dancers or to use cleverness, especially to 
arrange the climax of the ballet : the ball 
at the court. Of course, I will say nothing 
more about it. Except that when roller 
skates were all the rage around 1875, 
Mariquita, cited earlier, choreographed 
roller-skating ballets.

And finally, this is no mystery that 
Prokofiev, the master of the orchestration 
whom History did not always judge kindly, 
composed a music sounding sincere, but 
sometimes contorted, ironic and harsh. 
I often kept his music at bay because it 
reflected in me like a faithful mirror and 
because I preferred to paint a less gloomy 
picture of my soul. Nevertheless, his 
scores possess an amazingly expressive 
beauty, enabling me to be, in France, the 
choreographer of his last opus : La Fleur 
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de Pierre (The Tale of the Stone Flower) (3). 
However, the success of this ballet later 
performed in the United States did not 
bring me closer to the ‘disenchanted 
modernity’ of the composer. Then, why 
create Cinderella nowadays ? Besides the 
opportunity to perform it on the stage of 
the Royal Opera of Versailles, of which 
building started during Perrault’s lifetime, 
an impetus was necessary. « One must 
still have chaos in oneself to be able to 
give birth to a dancing star ». This quote 
from Nietzsche was the spark I needed.

In Greek mythology, chaos is the dense, 
unorganized and formless mass which 
gave birth to the earth, the starry 
sky, love... In the tale, Cinderella was 
considered by her cruel stepmother as 
a good-for-nothing and looked always 
dirty of being forced to clean the hearth 
and to live among ashes -hence her 
name. But she became an accomplished 
young woman, a dancing star, thanks 
to love, « finding the slipper that fitted 
her perfectly ». There is no need to be 
a child again and to believe in fantasy in 
order to understand that this coming true 
of a dream illustrated in the tale, or this 
rebirth (because ashes obviously refer to 
death), symbolises self-fulfilment.

There is something universal in Cinderella’s 
story, suffering, emotions, and hopes. 
A cry for light, a cry for the serene 
brightness of stars to counterbalance an 
inner chaos, in which doubts, revolts, 
sorrows and dreams of happiness are 
multiplying. « Creating - that is the 
great salvation from suffering, and life’s 
alleviation » said Nietzsche. Prokofiev, 
whose second Stalin Prize in 1945 did 

not protect him from bureaucrats and 
from Andrei Zhdanov, a formidable man 
who drove most of the greatest soviet 
artists to despair in the name of “socialist 
realism”, served therefore as a model.

Thus, I choreographed Cinderella to 
« escape from the dark realities », as 
would say Massenet, to escape from 
bleeding humanity, ignorance and human 
stupidity, to transcend the ordinary in a 
nutshell. Like Magifique or Romeo and 
Juliette which were a success, this ballet 
was created on a shoes-tring, that is to 
say without change of scene, without 
pretence, without turning simple things 
into complicated ones, but with a real 
pleasure, derived from humanity, the 
magic of the tale and the magnificence 
of music, but also from the laughter 
of burlesque scenes counterbalancing 
dreamlike or unhappy episodes. In short, 
we did our best to clear up the clouds 
and « give birth to a dancing star ».

    Thierry Malandain, February 2013

(1) creation at the Festival Vaison La Romaine (1988), later 
performed at the Opéra Théâtre of Saint-Etienne (1990) and 
at the Grand Théâtre de Genève (1998)

(2) creation for the Lyon Opera Ballet (1985)

(3) creation at the Opéra Théâtre of Saint-Etienne (1994), later 
performed at Ballet Florida (2001)
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Russian composer of well-known classical 
sensitivity, a pianist and a conductor, 
Sergei Prokofiev was born on 23rd April 
1891 in Sontsova in what is currently 
Ukraine. Between Russia, Europe and 
the United States, his career evolved 
according to the political events in 
his country. An avant-garde artist, 
his style was at times called creative, 
cosmopolitan, and degenerate.

With his mother’s support, he began to 
study music at the Conservatory of St. 
Petersburg in 1904 and left after ten 
years, distinguished by the renowned 
Anton Rubinstein prize as a pianist and 
composer with the Concerto for piano 
N°1.

It then began for him a career beyond 
the borders of the Soviet Union where 
he met Serge Diaghilev and the Ballets 
Russes. Their cooperation, which lasted 
until Diaghilev died in 1929, resulted 
among others in the ballet The prodigal 
son in 1928. That period of exile lead him 
from Japan to the United States where 
he met success with the Love of Three 
Oranges in 1920. But he missed Russia 
and decided to return there in 1933.

His return to his homeland was marked by 
an alternation of honors and persecution 
according to Staline’s cultural policy. 
Firstly, he had official duties to perform 
therefore he composed for the cinema 
and for ballets like the Kirov and the 
Bolshoi with which he created Romeo 
and Juliet in 1935. It is at that time that he 
wrote the musical symphony Peter and 
the Wolf, commissioned by the Central 
children theater, in order to introduce 
children to music.

But political power suddenly turned 
against him and Sergei Prokofiev 
attempted to have the least possible to 
do with politics so he could concentrate 
on his music. He composed the ballet 
Cinderella, performed by the Ballerina 
Galina Ulanova in 1945, between several 
cardiac problems which weakened him 
greatly.

In his later years, he was proclaimed 
« Artist of the People » by the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Russia, but still 
suffered hostility regularly from the 
party. Ironically, he died the same day 
as Stalin and his death was not publicly 
announced until six days later.

Sergueï 
Prokofiev



Act I
The day dawns… Lost in the memory of 
her mother dead a year ago, Cinderella 
polishes the shoes of her father, whom 
she cherishes with tender love, despite 
his weakness. The story tells indeed 
that this melancholic man is submitted 
to the authority of his new wife. The 
cruel stepmother and her daughters 
Drizella and Anastasia arrive. Cinderella 
endures their bullying, until the cruel 
stepmother enters with an invitation: the 
King organises a great Ball at the Court 
to wed his son. Enraptured by the idea of 
being introduced to the Prince, Drizella 
and Anastasia leave the stage, followed 
by their mother. Left alone, Cinderella 
expresses her sadness that she cannot 
go to the ball, but finds solace in the 
company of two elves sent by the Fairy. 

At this moment, her father appears. In 
his presence, Cinderella recalls the happy 
days of the past. But once her stepmother 
and stepsisters come back, her father is 
thrown out, making this fleeting moment 
of happiness disappear. Cinderella suffers 
further humiliation while the Fairy and 
sylphs appear to the sound of music. 
This dream is interrupted by the arrival 
of the dress-makers and dancing master, 
coming to prepare Drizella and Anastasia 
for the ball. They are now ready to leave 
and, while Cinderella is left alone with 
sad reality, her father reappears.  Like 
in a dream, the father figure and the 
Prince unify. Then, in this magic moment, 
comes a quartet composed of Cinderella, 
her father, her mother and the Prince. 
And that is when the Fairy asks the spirits 
of Summer, Spring, Fall and Winter to 
combine their talents to allow Cinderella 
to attend the Ball. But before leaving, 
the Fairy instructs her to come back at 
midnight.
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Acte II
Celebrations are in full swing at the 
Palace, but the Prince remains pensive 
and aloof despite the efforts of the 
Surintendant des Plaisirs. Suddenly, a 
beautiful and mysterious music resounds 
and Cinderella appears. Bewitched by this 
charming stranger, the Prince leads her 
into a dreamlike waltz. They dance as if 
there is no one else in the world when the 
clock strikes midnight. Cinderella comes 
back to reality. She recalls the Fairy’s 
instructions and flees the ball, leaving the 
Prince totally distraught. He then decides 
to travel the world to find the one who 
touched his heart. Unfortunately, she is 
found neither in Spain nor in the East. 
Pursuing his search, he stops at Drizella 
and Anastasia’s home. The story tells that 
the ugly sisters try desperately to put on 
the famous slipper until Cinderella shows 
the missing one. Then, right in front of 
the stepmother and the two sisters, full 
of jealousy and confusion, the Prince 
takes Cinderella on a long love journey. ©
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« […] As for Thierry Malandain, he composed for Cinderella an extremely flowing, brilliant, ethereal, 
sometimes gossamery, often inventive and always spiritual choreography, performed by remarkable 
dancers who outstandingly played the roles they were casted in. The ballet company being middle-
sized (20 dancers on stage), each of the dancers played an interesting role and performed it with 
conviction. When you see them on stage, one clearly notices the harmonious working environment 
of this troupe. […] One of Thierry Malandain’s virtues is to be fundamentally honest, a quality mostly 
reflected in his work that proves a search for fairness and eloquence in order to avoid the platitudes 
and ponderousness of a narrative ballet as far as possible. The whole piece is lively, inventive and 
sometimes ingenious. […] »
    Le Nouvel Observateur, Raphaël de Gubernatis, 7th June 2013

The wonderful Cinderella by Thierry Malandain
« […] Director of the Biarritz CCN, Thierry Malandain provided a brilliant and, though faithful to  
Perrault’s tale, truly personal interpretation of Cinderella. His only alteration to the story was the 
melding of the godmother’s and mother’s protective powers into the Fairy’s character. His ballet for 
twenty dancers to the music by Prokofiev was an enchantment of rare ingenuity, with situations 
and feelings never emphasized but finely suggested. […] This piece featured a mixture of sobriety, 
mischief, humour, purity and richness entangled in a chiselled and extremely beautiful and graceful 
choreographic writing. From the beginning to the end, this ballet performed on soft ballet shoes was 
an enchantment not only due to the huge technical talent of the dancers but also thanks to Thierry 
Malandain’s infinite accuracy in examining each character’s psychology. […] Numerous ideas and 
images punctuated this splendid and brilliant Cinderella version. And even if love and dream are the 
high points of this story, Thierry Malandain did not forget to explore some universal subjects, such as 
mistreatment, xenophobia and loneliness. All this without ever indulging into redundancy or mushy 
fairy tale. A beautiful, great, genuine ballet. »
    Toutelaculture.com, Sophie Lesort, 7th June 2013

« […]Cinderella by Thierry Malandain was such a nice tale. A story about fairy and princess with a 
happy end that was as charming as surprising. This is the great skill of the choreographer. He did not 
intend to transform Cinderella, or to adopt a psychologising or tormented approach. He told you  
Cinderella as you know her, but with such poetry and inventiveness in his stagecraft that you let  
yourself get caught by the thread of this famous story. »
    Danses avec la plume, Amélie Bertrand, 8th June 2013 

“[…] After Rudolf Nureyev, Frederick Ashton or Heinz Spoerli, Thierry Malandain played the role  
of the white knight, or Prince Charming. Waking up at dawn, this tireless worker listened and  
listened again the notes of the Russian devil. […] As a musician at heart, he managed, as always, to 
unite sounds and bodies in a common impulse. […] The large stage is surrounded by an audaciously 
modern, light and somewhat threatening scenery, composed of hundreds of stilettos hung like big 
black birds under the moonlight. […] Cinderella stands there, with an aura of mystery. The elves 
and glimmers keep their promises. And here comes already the ball with its huge whirl of black and  
bright figures, waltzing to Prokofiev’s sharp notes. Despair, love, trust. Never have we seen such 
strength in this ballet both light and dark.  Except for Maguy Marin’s version. And like Maguy Marin, 
Thierry Malandain had a good reason to wake up the little cinder girl.”
    L’Express, Laurence Liban, 27th May 2013
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• • •

« What a real gift that the Cinderella ballet performed at the Royal Opera of Versailles a few days 
after its creation in San Sebastián. […] And that is how the beautiful tale was born: some kind of 
reward to the loyal and small but solid Malandain Ballet Biarritz which proved its merits the hard way 
because Malandain was somewhat isolated from other choreographers for his image and impossibility 
to affiliate to any school of thought. An alien, nowadays glorified in the temple of French art. And 
his Cinderella cannot place him in a fashionable mainstream because, for a Giselle enthusiast like 
Malandain, this new ballet is certainly in the line of the great neo-academic tradition, modern in form 
but deeply classical at heart. With a choreographic language built on ancient foundations but packed 
with vivid, pithy ideas that reflect the era it belongs to instead of some vain nostalgic approach. Clear 
and lively, the piece flows between emotion and comedy, catchy, clever and sincere, with a plastic 
beauty somehow unusual in Malandain’s work, often more harsh and complex. […] Let say that 
he simply follows the blueprint of the great choreographers who built the classical repertoire from 
Taglioni to Neumeier, with no outmoded affectation whatsoever, like a Fokine had been in his time, 
both classical and completely new, and with as such talent as Maillot today. A deeply instinctive music-
lover, Malandain let us feel all the burlesque cruelty of Prokofiev’s score, its sarcasms and darkness, 
while giving the protagonists duets a lyrical dimension of exceptional beauty. […] Uncluttered, the 
story took place following its usual line, but swarmed with impressive ideas that enhanced it, […] 
Radiant and intensely musical pas de deux, stretching the bodies towards freedom, coming like a rip 
from the bottom of their loneliness. […] The essentials remained and filled us with both enthusiasm 
and emotion, in a delicate manner: what was not a dream for the choreographer became one for the 
amazed audience, delighted to see the dancers filled with joy to jump on these historical boards, full of 
seduction and rich meaning. In addition to Miyuki Kanei and Claire Lonchampt in front runner, Daniel 
Vizcayo in the role of the prince, Giuseppe Chiavaro, Frederik Deberdt, Jacob Hernandez Martin and 

A sumptuous gem
« As the French writer Exbrayat would have said: “This can’t be true, there must be a magic wand  
in his hand!” Each new work created by Thierry Malandain, nowadays one of the last rare  
choreographers obedient to classical ballet, is indeed still more prestigious and accomplished than 
the previous one, in terms of both aesthetics and choreographic ideas. Cinderella is a new striking 
example. […] Though relatively faithful to the original storyline, this new version is nonetheless sur-
prisingly modern, yet also retaining some mythological elements. […] The ballet is then sprinkled 
with ideas each more original than the next one, such as turning the cruel stepmother and her two 
daughters into masculine characters wearing black dresses highlights their character traits like in a 
ballet by Mats Ek. Or even the use of these headless (thus brainless?) mannequins as dance partners 
for the men during the ball… No more pumpkin or rats turned into coachmen but a scenography as 
suggestive as uncluttered, i.e. a geometrical scenery of an exquisite taste and originality, composed of 
lines of dark purple heels judiciously aligned in a diagonal way from the hangers to the ground on the 
three sides of the stage: a piece of work born of the vivid imagination of the Chilean architect Jorge 
Gallardo. The choreography is also a real gem of great originality which perfectly serves the purpose of  
Malandain : everything is absolutely clear, extremely light and surprisingly moving. Allow me to  
cite as an example the prince’s poignant despair after Cinderella’s disappearance at the stroke of  
midnight : a moment of veracity that brings tears to your eyes… All the performers danced with an 
astonishing technique and provided a truly remarkable interpretation, starting with Cinderella herself, 
aka Miyuki Kanei, whose sincerity and presence turned out to be really deeply moving. […] But I 
remain convinced that Thierry Malandain’s godmother is a fairy who, at his baptism, gave him the gift 
to turn anything he touches not into gold but into poetry and grace. »
    Critiphotodanse, Jean-Marie Gourreau, 10th June 2013 
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Enchanted Cinderella
« A scenery of stilettos toppling over the walls, a Cyr wheel as a carriage and nothing else: dance, 
everything for dance. Thierry Malandain only relies on it. No colour in his Cinderella which runs during 
an hour and a half in a scenography rich of only some grey tones. Dance outlines, tells, enchants. The 
music of Prokofiev gives it a fluid and jazzy way in this swingy and Broadway-like classic referring to 
Noureev version. But the comparison goes no further. In his Cinderella, Noureev made a film and paid 
tribute to Hollywood, while Thierry Malandain is organising the world. […]And dance blossomed all 
along the tale, in all the space, wonderfully inventive and captivating. Was it not a story about shoes, 
we should tip our hat to Malandain. »
    Le Figaro, Ariane Bavelier, 11th June 2013

«  […] Outstandingly poetic, gently narrative, this Cinderella played the hand of sobriety with its  
scenery composed of three impressive walls covered with black stilettos, plainly lighted. In turns 
threatening gratings then delicate castle stained glass, these walls are an effective reference to 
the famous glass slipper. Without changing one iota in his recognizable neoclassical view, the  
choreographer provided a personal vision of the tale, swinging between tragedy and comedy. To 
choreographical ideas, he preferred scenographical ones. Among the most brilliant: the Ball at the 
Court requiring in its original version the presence of around thirty dancers. With an ingenious trick, 
Thierry Malandain doubled the number of his dancers using mannequins mounted on wheels and 
wearing ball gowns. This trick made quite an impression, as did the very queer vision of the evil trio of 
the tale: the cruel stepmother Lady Tremaine and her daughters Drizella and Anastasia. Hilarious, the 
three boys, with their bald head and excessive self-sufficiency were THE good surprise of Cinderella 
which transformed itself into the Trocadero Ballet of Montecarlo each time they appeared on stage. 
[…] Love gives always birth to such beautiful stories. Thierry Malandain knows that well and captured 
it to enhance ordinary things and turn them into something extraordinary. »
    Umoove, Cédric Chaory, 12th June 2013

«  […] the choreographer did an impeccable work. The simple and intense choreography, both classical 
and elegant, highlighted the qualities of this feminine character who lived her dream till the end to 
turn it into reality. Thierry Malandain once again proved himself a very musical choreographer: each 
step perfectly followed Prokofiev score, sometimes repetitive. But the choreography had the merit of 
being brilliant and truly varied. Unlike his “Roméo et Juliette” in which Berlioz music spoke for itself, 
here the dance made music more vibrant. It seems that this creation meant for Malandain to take 
ownership and stage what he holds dear: the purity of lines, the structure of duets, the depiction of 
feelings. And he managed to do that with great mastery and sensitivity, thanks also to the artists of 
his troupe, more particularly Miyuki Kanei and Daniel Vizcayo, a couple who danced with an extreme 
lightness and who made us dream. »
    Note di danza, Antonella Poli, 12th June 2013

the impeccable Arnaud Mahouy made sparks fly, while the Euskadi Symphony Orchestra, conducted 
by the exuberant Josep Caballé-Domenech, played the tune of its vitality and beautiful sound colour: 
a cooperation to be followed. »
    Concertclassic.com, Jacqueline Thuilleux, 10th June 2013

PRESS CUTTING



«  [...] The first image that turned the stage into some shrine box for hundreds of black stilettos stroke 
both mind and imagination, which was present throughout the piece, filled with tricks as ingenious 
as delighting to symbolise the tale’s elements, such as a simple wheel to represent the carriage and 
the duplication of the ballet troupe to perform the great waltz of the ball… Beyond this scenographic 
creativity, the company was exceptional and wonderfully served an enchanting purpose in a delicate 
and humorous way. Without using any narrative trick, this Cinderella ballet featured characters in the 
service of pure dance. The scenes seamlessly followed one another and the links between soloists and 
ensembles were so well elaborated that the whole piece made perfect sense. Dance was absolutely 
truthful. One must say that Thierry Malandain has a good ear and knew how to use all the wide 
range of contradictory feelings suggested by a Prokofiev who can mock the authority, saddling it with 
harmonies as squeaking as grotesque. […] Besides, the choreography made use of a wide updated 
classical vocabulary in a clever manner, using some increasingly rare virtuoso steps, such as rotirons, 
sauts de basque en tournant (normal in San Sebastián!)… while pas de deux unfolded in a beautiful 
musicality, supported by Euskadi Symphony Orchestra. No doubt that the chaos gave birth to a dan-
cing star: her name is Cinderella. »
    Danser canal historique, Agnès Izrine, 13th June 2013

Full of finesse
« Composed for 20 dancers, his Cinderella used extra participants with the ingenious help of black 
mannequins mounted on wheels and wearing ball gowns. But that was not the only invention of this 
ballet, which swarmed with ideas as well in the choreography as in the transformation of accessories 
(the carriage was symbolised by a huge hoop, the glass slipper by a black stiletto). The most specta-
cular idea was to give the roles of the cruel stepmother and the two cheeky sisters to men. […]  It had 
a humorous impact, without being excessive or vulgar: that was absolute finesse! […] this exemplary 
choreography that was always flowing and perfectly clear: one of the best by Thierry Malandain to 
date. »
    Le Quotidien du médecin, Olivier Brunel, 17th June 2013

«  […] In the work of the Biarritz choreographer, there is often just a thin line between universality and 
singularity and his ballets are frequently the expression of doubts, inner conflicts, and joys too - we 
hope so. Thierry Malandain gives the audience a subtle clue and cites Nietzche: “Creating – that is the 
great salvation from suffering, and life’s alleviation.” Malraux, who knew his Zarathustra poem, said 
nothing more: “Art is anti-destiny”, or an attempt to avoid it, at least in Malandain’s work. […]  In 
terms of visual aspect, Thierry Malandain’s last creation is an unquestionable success. […] The work 
swarms with references to the “ancients”, Noureev, Balanchine or Petipa, but also with ingenious 
tricks, such as mannequins mounted on wheels enabling to double the number of dancers and to use 
all the space available on stage in the scene of the Ball. […] Euskadi Symphony Orchestra was excel-
lent and we would like to see such talented orchestras accompanying ballet music more often. […]»
    Dansomanie, Romain Feist, 18th June 2013

PRESS CUTTING



Thierry Malandain brought a breath of fresh air with a flowing and revivified Cinderella.
« There was the girl in tatters who smelled like ashes by sleeping in the hearth… And then there 
was the girl with no broom, no floor-cloth, simply wearing a modest but perfect little grey dress. The 
choreographer and director of Ballet Biarritz Thierry Malandain did a good choice when he decided 
to refine Cinderella’s image. Performed at the Royal Opera of Versailles, his version of this famous 
ballet succeeded in revivifying the traditional vision of Perrault’s tale while retaining the conflicting 
tensions hiding deeply in this story relentlessly talking about jealousy and desire. The scenery, which 
remained unchanged throughout the whole performance, confirmed the elegant economy of this 
ballet for twenty-two dancers to the music by Sergei Prokofiev. […] Following the blueprint of the 
great Cinderella choreographies, more particularly the version created by Frederick Ashton in 1948 or 
the ballet by Rudolf Noureev in 1986 (in which only the cruel stepmother was interpreted by a man on 
pointe shoes), Thierry Malandain chose to be neither too aggressive nor too burlesque. Harmonious, 
flowing, inventive and based on solid classical technique, his choreography brought a breath of light 
and fresh air that made Cinderella float. »
    La Scène, Rosita Boisseau, 21st June 2013

« Last June, the Royal Opera of Versailles was the showcase of Prokofiev’s delightful Cinderella by 
Thierry Malandain, one of the rare French choreographers who work in the field of neoclassical ballet. 
At odds with the beautiful and dark ballet formerly composed by Maguy Marin (still on tour), Thierry 
Malandain provided a brighter interpretation, though he did not erase the character of the beaten 
child… Cinderella, often accompanied by her heartbreaking leitmotif, was often on the ground, using 
a rag with a resigned gesture. But what a vital power when she ran diagonally to storm the stage! […] 
Even outside Louis XV paneling, Cinderella by Malandain can settle anywhere like a beautiful object, 
with a wonderful scenery composed of black high heels hanged and aligned up like the repeating 
pattern of a painting… »
    Télérama, Emmanuelle Bouchez, 31st August 2013

Cinderella shined in Biarritz 
« What a ballet! And what a story! Charles Perrault, Brothers Grimm, Massenet, Prokofiev, Bolshoi 
Ballet, the Opéra-Comique… Cinderella continues to be an inspiration. One day or another, this tale 
became a challenge for choreographers, as did the Rite of Spring. Thierry Malandain did not fight 
against this attraction and the version he gave us, faithful to Prokofiev and his fantastic universe, was a 
success. […] quality, cleverness and beauty are on the cards. With only twenty dancers instead of forty 
as it was prescribed in the original score, this choreographer managed to avoid all the pitfalls of the 
sublime writing of Prokofiev. With grey colours close to current fashion trends — colours of ashes and 
of Cinderella’s daily life — Malandain told the story by using ellipses, with a minimalism that enhanced 
the expression of bodies. […] We liked and we were transported by the flowing dance, the enchant-
ment of the effects and this ode to love which always triumphs and never bores us. »
    Le Figaro Magazine, François Deletraz, 2nd August 2013

PRESS CUTTING



We bring our lighting board COMPULITE VECTOR and 
we ask for  a connection D.M.X. 512 in the light booth.

Those technical requirements are valid for a theatre . Amendments are not very possible, for other spaces, in which 
case a technical visit by our technical manager is compulsory. We will arrive with a small 13m semi.

•

•
•
•
•
• 
•
•

Dance area needed: width 14 meters
   depth 11 mètres + release beside    
Grid height : minimum 8 meters
Black dance carpet around our     
Stage without leg, border and other objects
Dressing rooms for 20 dancers (fitted with showers and mirrors) 
A towel by dancers in the dressing room
Boxes of tissues in the boxes ans on satge    
Mineral water and A small catering for 28 people

Stage
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One Mini Disc (as backup)
One computer + sound card of Malandain Ballet Biarritz
Theater diffusion and 4 at 6 returns stage monitors of good quality type MTD 115 or similar
One control board with 8 entries et 4 exits and 1 L/R
Two stereo egaliser with 31 stereo frequency bands
One microphone wireless
Intercom with 5 posts (light - sound - 2 x stage - 1 flyman)

Sound

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

02 Asservis MAC III Profile 
12 ml barrels de LED ARCALINE LIGNE AYRTON 
03 projectors H.M.I. 2500W with Jalousie 
04 projectors de 5000 Watt Frèsnel  with scroller
04 projectors de 2000 Watt Martelé with scroller 
12 projectors de 1000 Watt  Plan Convexes 
06 PC 2000 Watt 16°-38° (type 714 SX) Front light
12 PC Martelé 2000W pour les côtés
03 barrels of 8 ACL 

Light

•
•
•
•
•

3 greys cycloramas clear – bottom h 7m + bridge x 17m  and every sides h 7m + bridge x 8m
Harlequin Studio Grey dance carpet
Shoes suspended from plumb line in bottom of stage and on sides (height under bridge 7m)
A Wheel with a diameter of 2 meters aluminum 
12 wheeled mannequins

Set

Please Note



•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAY 1 09H00
12H30

Unloading + Setting up
3 Light technicians + 2 Stagehands 
+ 1 Flyman

14H00
21H00

Carry on of the setting up
+ Focus Lights

3 Light technicians + 2 Stagehand 
+ 1 Flyman + 1 sound (until 18pm)

DAY 2 09H00
12H00

Light cue sheet 
2 Light technicians + 1 Stagehand 
+ 1 Flyman + 1 sound technician + 1 dresser

14H00
15H30

Class for Dancers on Stage
1 Theater technician
( needs of stage monitors + stage lights)

15H40
18H00

Dancers Rehearsal
2 Light technicians + 1 Stagehand  
+ 1 Flyman + 1 sound  + 1 dresser

18H00
Cleaning Stage 
+ Dancers Placements

20H30
Performance without break 
«Cinderella» = 95 minutes 

2 Light technicians + 1 Stagehand  
+ 1 Flyman + 1 sound + 1 dresser

DAY 3 15H00 
16H30

Class for Dancers on Stage
1 Theater technician
( needs of stage monitors + stage lights)

16H40 
18H00

Dancers Rehearsal
2 Light technicians + 1 Stagehand  
+ 1 Flyman + 1 sound  + 1 dresser

18H00
Cleaning Stage 
+ Dancers Placements

20H30
Performance without break 
«Cinderella» = 95 minutes 

2 Light technicians + 1 Stagehand  
+ 1 Flyman + 1 sound + 1 dresser

Régisseur Générale : Oswald ROOSE
Téléphone : 33.(0) 5.59.24.67.19 • Portable : 06.14.399.250
Email : o.roose@malandainballet.com • Secrétariat : l.philippon@malandainballet.com  

Disassembling and loading, 4 more persons on the top of the team.
DISASSEMBLING AND LOADING AFTER THE PERFORMANCE ( ± 2H00 )

Contact

A light, sound and stage manager
Three electricians
Two stage hands
One flyman
One dresser from your theater for the performing days from 10 am until the end of the performance.
A washing machine and a tumble dryer for our wardrobe mistress
Envisage 4 people for unloading and loading the truck.

Malandain Ballet Biarritz technicians will be one day before the performance in the theater.

Get in & Set Up

Work Rota Proposal
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